
 

 

 - Rapid login for streamlined clinical workflow 
 - Secure patient data access 
 - Leverage current employee credentials 
 - Login with card, mobile, or biometrics 

RFID Single Sign-On to apps and 
workstations
Cut login overhead, speed up access to critical systems, and improve workforce productivity and 
satisfaction.  Securely access apps and workstations with a simple RFID badge tap.
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Today organizations face a paradox - serving customers requires unimpeded access to disparate software 
applications, while maintaining information security requires ever more complex login routines, with growing 
regulatory oversight. Most organizations still rely on the security of passwords, which make companies vulnerable to 
password-based threats like phishing attacks, credential stuffing, multi-factor authentication bypass, and more.

Modern Identity and Access Management challenges

20-50% of all IT help desk tickets 
each year are for password resets 
(Security Boulevard). In industries 
such as healthcare, care providers 
have to login up to 70 times a day 
losing valuable productivity time.

While most applications are cloud-
based, most organizations use niche 
specialized applications that are 
critical for business, yet hard to 
integrate into mainstream Single 
Sign-On systems. 

While overloaded with passwords, 
employees share credentials, and 
login into systems insecurely, putting 
organization compliance at risk.

PASSWORDS ARE EXPENSIVE DISPARATE SYSTEMS COMPLIANCE RISKS

Some industries, such as healthcare, feel identity management pains more acutely. Clinical satisfaction and 
efficient patient care are at risk due to inefficient workflows, outdated access systems, and insecure patient data 
access. Here is what most healthcare organizations are dealing with today:

Healthcare professionals log into 
multiple workstations up to 70 times 
during every shift, spending 45 
minutes on an administrative activity 
that is unrelated to patient care.

Need for 8-10 passwords per user is 
impeding workflows and speed of 
EMR access in inpatient and 
ambulatory scenarios. 

Hospital employees leaving an 
unlocked or unsecured workstation, 
increases the potential for security 
risks, privacy concerns and 
unauthorized tampering.

LOGIN OVERLOAD PASSWORD FATIGUE PATIENT DATA AT RISK

Organizations can improve operations and workflows, secure access to critical 
systems, and alleviate password pains with idemeum RFID Single Sign-On. By 
connecting RFID readers to desktops and workstations employees and other 
staff can easily tap proximity card and access workstations as well as 
applications without the need to type any passwords. 

idemeum integrates not only with cloud based SAML / OIDC applications, but 
also offers support for various on-premises applications, such as EMR 
healthcare systems, legacy applications that do not support modern 
authentication standards, and more.

RFID Single Sign-On from idemeum

https://securityboulevard.com/2020/02/eliminate-password-reset-tickets-to-increase-profits/
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First and foremost idemeum allows you to eliminate pains and cost associated with password management and 
password reset IT tickets. What is more, idemeum secures access to critical systems, and makes your employees 
more productive, so that they do not have think about logins anymore. 

• Fast and secure access to critical systems that hold patient or customer information 
• Replace passwords, improve security, and support compliance requirements 
• Enable fast, secure access into on-premises or cloud applications for all users from any device, anywhere 
• Save valuable employee time by improving login workflows

idemeum benefits

Key platform features

idemeum centralizes access control 
to applications and workstations and 
offers passwordless access without 
disrupting workflows and thought 
processes.

Employees can access workstations 
with a simple tap of a proximity card. 
idemeum supports locking and user 
switching offering seamless 
experience for any use case.

idemeum enables secure, fast user 
switching between concurrent 
Windows desktops, reducing login 
times, all while protecting 
applications data. 

SINGLE SIGN-ON TAP IN TAP OUT FAST USER SWITCHING

In addition to RFID badge login, 
idemeum offers mobile Passwordless 
MFA, that secures access to 
sensitive resources with biometrics 
and FIDO2 standards.

idemeum offers integrations with 
virtual desktop systems leveraging 
tap in tap out technology regardless 
of the vendor environment.

idemeum supports integrations with 
legacy systems that do not support 
modern authentication standards. 

STRONG AUTHENTICATION PASSWORDLESS VIRTUAL DESKTOPS INTEROPERABILITY WITH LEGACY SYSTEMS

idemeum can help you implement RFID Single Sign-On to protect your workstations and applications. Schedule a 
demo today.

Get in touch with us
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idemeum is a Zero-Trust Passwordless platform that offers one place to manage 
access to your workstations, applications, and infrastructure, all without passwords.

Employees access workstations with 
a badge tap, and get immediately 
logged into applications as well, No 
need to perform additional login 
steps.

idemeum leverages state of the art 
identity technology including OIDC 
and FIDO2 protocols, asymmetric 
encryption, and hardware-backed 
key storage.

idemeum platform is cloud based, 
offering seamless deployment and 
faster time to value. We can help 
spin up a POC in a matter of days. 

PASS-THROUGH LOGIN MODERN TECHNOLOGY EASE OF DEPLOYMENT

https://tally.so/r/mDqxRZ
https://tally.so/r/mDqxRZ

